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Wishing We Could See Jane Goodall Since 1920

M««h25, 1999

Longwood Students Share Alternative Break with Eastern Shore
ERIN CARROLL
Staff Writer
Spring Break, for many
Longwood students, was a time
of relaxation in vacation spots like
the Bahamas or Cancun, Mexico.
However, for Ellen Masters (Coordinator of Volunteer, Service
Learning, GIVE), Laura Stott
(Assistant Director of Student
Union and Activities), and a fourgirl student team. Alternative
Spring Break consisted of volunteer community service projects.
The four-girl student team consisted of Melanie Barker.
Antoinette Bradshaw, Jaime
Greenwood, and Theresa Gregory. This enthusiastic group
completed these projects during
the week of March 7 through
March 13. Ellen Masters praised

this team by saying, "I could not
have asked for a better group of
students to go."
These Alternative Spring
Breakers traveled
to
Northampton
County, Virginia to contribute to the betterment efforts of
community
members and
Virginia Eastern
Shore
Economic Empowerment
and
Housing Corporation
(VESEEHC). This group of volunteer* was the first to work

within this area since 1992. Working within the third poorest

Photo Provided by: Ellen Masters
county in Virginia, Ellen Masters
reflected on its current state by

saying, "We just touched the surface of what needs to be done and
can be done there." The team was
deeply committed to making a
difference in the
community.
From their daily
inspirational
quotations to
their theme of
the week, "Do
something," this
group was motivated to help
those in need.
The
week's
projects consisted of clearing land, painting homes, tearing things down,
rebuilding, and roadside cleanup.

However, Alternative Spring
Break was not all work without
play. Beginning as strangers, the
team bonded quickly through
playing games, sharing journals
inspired by their work, and the
knowledge that they were making a difference for people in the
community. Although he was unable to participate in Alternative
Spring Break, the team is grateful to Student Program Director
Steve Johnson for ail of this help
in planning the trip. The G.I.V.E.
office and S.G.A. sponsor this
long-standing Longwood tradition that gives back to communities. Ellen Masters described the
giving spirit associated with Alternative Spring Break by saying,
"Great things happen when
people come together."

Dr. Jane Goodall to Lecture in Jarman Auditorium
GEORGELANUM
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Dr. Jane Goodall, having gained
fame through her work with
chimpanzees, will be appearing at
Jarman Theatre Tuesday. April 13
at 7:00 pm.
In addition to her work with
chimps, Goodall also heads a humanitarian effort through the Jane
Goodall Institute or JGI. Founded
in 1977 in California, the mission
of the Jane Goodall Institute is to
advance the power of individuals
into taking informed and compassionate action to improve the environment of all living things.
Some of the many objectives, increasing primate habitat conservation, increasing awareness of
our relationship with each other,
the environment, and other animals, and promoting the well being of chimpanzees, other primates and animals are the primary
objectives of the institute. The JGI

has branch offices around the
world to do just that.
Several programs have been
developed to help the institute
accomplish its missions. These include programs like the
setting up of sanctuaries,
establishing and operating the ChimpanZoo, promoting humanitarian efforts like Roots and
Shoots and TACARE.
Because the number of
chimpanzees have depleted, one of the primary
tasks of the institute is to
set up sanctuaries in Africa. There is no easy answer to the illegal selling
and hunting of chimps, but sanctuaries have been set up across Africa to provide homes for ophaned
chimps. In turn, these sanctuaries
provide employment and contribute to the local economies. The
aim of this program and the insti-

tute is to involve as many people
as possible and, by doing so, the
JGI can hopefully change attitudes and educate people of the
value of wildlife conservation.

In addition to sanctuaries, the
institute runs a chimpanzee zoo
consisting of approximately 130
chimps, known as the
ChimpanZoo. The goals of this
program are to increase public
awareness about chimps, assist

zoos in their efforts to improve
habitats, aid in the exchange of
information, and compile behavioral data on the animals. The
results of this ongoing project are
the focus of an annual
week-long ChimpanZoo
conference.
The JGI is also involved in environmental
and humanitarian efforts
throughprograms like
Roots and Shoots and
TACARE. Roots and
Shoots is intended for
young people ranging
from kindergarten to the
university level. It's an
agenda of activities that
will benefit the environment, animals, and the human community.
TACARE is a three-phase program designed to ensure the future of Gombe in Africa. The
purpose of Phase One is to arrest
deforestation and improve the

lives of the villagers. Palm oil
tree seedlings are distributed and
planted in an effort to support forest growth.
In addition, sustainable farm
practices are taught to help reduce
soil erosion and increase productivity. Phase Two includes increasing education opportunities
among women in the form of donations to ensure that women can
attend secondary school. The
purpose of Phrase Three is to
change attitudes and practices by
conducting family planning
classes, distributing contraceptives and providing loans to villagers.
Through these varied programs,
the Jane Goodall Institute not only
improves the lives and living condition of chimpanzees, but also
helps to ensure the survival and
improve the lives of people living in many African communities
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EDITORIAL
Welcome back from
Spring Break! I
hope that everyone is
ready for the remainder of the semester.
An issue that I have been struggling with for quite a while now
is how this nation determines pay
for the working class. Why is it
that some professions are paid
millions while others are scrimping from pay check to pay check?
This is an arguement in which
many of Longwood students will
relate, since many have chosen
the noble teaching career. Teachers are needed everywhere for
every type of learning class, yet
they are being paid enough to
barely make it.
Teachers are the people responsible for sculpting the minds of
our future, and how do we return

the favor? Low wages, overcrowded classrooms, and no
funding for educational resources.
We need a reality check because
these are the people we trust to
guide our children for the future.
For all of the problems that teachers face on a daily basis they
should be making well over
$60,000 a year. Yet, we pay
atheletes and entertainers millions
of dollars a year to simply entertain us. We pay ridiculous
amounts of money to watch them
perform, and in doing so we ensure that they are living to the fullest extent of luxury. We are a selfish society that chooses our own
satisfaction over the importance
of building a future generation
that will be able to function on the
level that is now being expected.
If the money that we spend

monthly on movies, sports, and
concerts was contributed to education, can you imagine the difference it would make overtime?
We see another example of this
with nurses that spend hours on
end relentessly working to keep
us alive and healthy are paid
much less than that of the actors
and actresses that grace our
screens for nothing less than our
pleasure.
Don't get me wrong, I am not
saying that we should never go to
the movies and never participate
in sports, I am a firm believer in
supporting the arts. I am simply
using this as a tool to exaggerate
how little we pay those who play
the critical roles in making our
society one that functions in an
international sense.
-Kristen Ingram
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Hello Everyone! After
much chaos, I am glad
to finally return to the
office. I hope everyone's Spring
Break went well. It is now time
for me to vent my never-ending
issues.
First off, we have class registration. The new conflict is the
fact that sophomores can not register on the phone. I understand
not allowing freshmen to register,
because the first year can be a
little overwhelming.
I can't speak for the entire
sophomore class, but I feel that I
am competent enough to push
numbers on the telephone. That
is not a difficult task. I feel comfortable enough with my brain to
choose my own classes. (All by
myself!)
Another problem is finding an

advisor. It is so much easier to
punch a few buttons than to hunt
down the advisor, make an appointment, and schedule classes.
I register already knowing what
I want to take. If I decide what to
take, that is it Someone sitting
beside me is not going to change
my mind. If the freshmen were
advised and the others registered
over the phone, it would be easier
for us and the advisors.
But I guess my theory would
never work because it makes entirely too much sense. It seems to
be the Longwood way to make
things as difficult as possible. It
took me a bit to realize this, but
MAN it is so irritating!
Well this is all for now. Enjoy
the warmer weather and watch
out for spring fever!
-Melissa Gill

Your Letters
Goal Classes Consume too Much Time
Dear Editors,
Would you like to know what
plucks on my nerves? Gen. Ed.
Classes. I am a sophomore and I
am trying to finish up my goal
classes, as well as take some of'
my major classes. What I think is
disgusting is how I do lots of tedious work in my goal classes and
it leaves me less time to do work
and study in my major classes.
I know about time management
but the majority of the time goal
work takes a lot longer than my
major work does. Is there some-

thing wrong with this picture?
Half of the General Education
material I will never remember
and I don't see the importance of
it' For example, what does PE
have to do with History?
Not that I am saying all goal
classes are bad, I just don't think
I should have twice as much work
in those classes as I do in the
classes that I will need to shape
my career.
Nerve Plucked

Credit Card Vendors Take Up too
Much Room in the Student Union
Dear Editors,
I enjoy checking my mail everyday in the hopes of getting letters aside from bills. Yet, I have
recently found myself battling an
obstacle course to get to the mailboxes. Credit Card vendors are
cluttering up our slender halls
prohibiting me from enjoying my
daily visit to the Post Office.
Recently, many colleges and
universities have banned vendors
from soliciting on campus. I
would like to appeal to the Longwood College Administration to
add Longwood to that list.
Jocelyn Weidner

Editors Note:
We agree totally.' The halls are
small enough without a huge table
in the way. If they are to solicit
here, maybe a more spacious area
would be appropriate.
Another irritation is the fact that
you can't even walk by without
getting a "bargain" yelled out by
the solicitor. We feel that if we
wanted a credit card, we would
apply ourselves. We don i need a
loud person or no space for encouragement.
We strongly suggest that you
talk with the administration if you
feel this way. Try talking to the
Student Union people with this
problem.

OPINION

MARCH 26,1999
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"ff jwVe not mad, you're not paying attaiftwf

" The Activist'' is your outlet for battling social injustice and things that suck. This is your
chance to do something about societal evils, instead of just whining about them. So speak up
and act up. Because if you 're not mad, you 're not paying attention. E-mail activist ideas to
ckahn@longwoodlwc.edu.

The Curry Elevator Conspiracy
ALLYSON BLAKE
Sews Editor
Ever since the beginning of the
2nd semester, there have been
numerous problems with the
Curry elevators. We have gone
from having two elevators to having one elevator (so that the workers could replace the elevator) to
having no elevator at all. We are
now back to having one elevator.
Basically, this elevator situation
is getting OLD fast!
Before break, we were informed that our elevators were
going to be replaced, but that they
were going to do it one elevator
at a time. I thought, okay, we will
still have one elevator that will
work, so this should not be too
bad. But, boy, was I wrong!

It seems like it was no time before the one working elevator
started having problems. It started
with getting stuck between the
floors, then it moved onto getting
stuck on floors which resulted in
people having to pry the doors
open to get out, and eventually it
just decided to stop working at all.
Normally, if this happened once
or twice and then it was corrected,
it would be no big deal. But, these
occurrences have happened several times. I have actually lost
track of how many times I was in
an elevator that had to be pried
open or how many times I had to
walk up ten flights of steps since
I live on the tenth floor.
At this point, some of you reading this are probably thinking so

you had to walk up ten flights of
steps, big deal, get over it.
Well, I have one simple question, or actually two in one.
Would you like it if you had to
walk up ten flights of steps after
an 8am class when you are barely
alive as it is or when you come
back from a weekend at home and
have to carry all of your stuff up
ten flights? I would certainly
think not.
Anyway, back to the subject at
hand-those dam elevators. It was
getting to the point that I was
wondering what these workers
were doing all day since they obviously were not fixing the elevators.
Then something happened. I
guess the workers figured out the
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PROPS:
-To RHA for putting on a great pre-St. Patrick's Day party with
an Irish band.
-To Facilities Management for finally getting the parking lot
behind Stubbs finished.
-To the Registrar's Office for getting the course schedule up on
the internet weeks before registration.
-To all the new members of the Greek society
-To Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia for being selected as the host chapter
for the Hampton University initiation.
DROPS:
-To whomever scheduled Jane Goodall to speak in Jarman
Auditorium (seats approx. 1130) and not in Lancer Gym (seats
approx. 3100).
-To the poor plumbing in many of the buildings
-To the many loud and drunk people on St. Patrick's Day.
-To only having four classes for Speech minors to select in next
semester': courses
-To the lack of quality cable of stations in this town (When are
they coming?!?!?!?!).

Send vourPrr^ and Drops to niTriker@longVAxd.lwc.edu.
reason they were working in
Curry because for the first time
in a while, the elevator was working without a problem. Well, with
the exception of the occasional
floor skipping, but that is beside
the point.
Now onto my main issue at this
point in the second semester-the
one elevator. First of all, I, like a
lot of students, like to be on time
for my classes. The ONE, take an
eternity elevator does not help.
Also, since the elevator takes forever to go up and down, there can
be as many as 20 people in the

elevator at one time because they
know if they don't get on the first
time, it will be a while before they
can get on again. I repeat: the
ONE, take an eternity does not
help.
I admit I don't know much
about replacing an elevator, but I
don't think it is supposed to take
two months to replace one.
In conclusion, I would like to
ask the workers to please speed
up. Having two working elevators
would make the lives of the students in Curry a lot easier.

CHI Secret Still Contemplated: Part 1 Dr. Goodall Ticket
Shortage Causes Anger
Note: This is a two-part article re- who call themselves a member of
printed from the April 25, 1989 this organization.
Rotunda by James Boston
CHI is a word that brings exWith the CHI burning closely citement and wonder to Longapproaching, great anticipation is wood College students. But
sparked in many Longwood stu- WHY? Let us look into the mysdents. CHI is one of the many tra- tery of CHI and sec what we find.
ditions which are interwoven with
It all began in the fall of 1900
the spirit of Longwood.
(October 15 to be exact). A group
Although many of us think that of girls who were considered to
we know and understand CHI, be influential leaders in various
there is very little that we actu- circles were chosen to become
ally know.
members of a newly formed orCHI is an organization whose ganization to be called CHI-THE
real purpose remains known only NEW ORDER." Their plan was
to its members. Sure, we see the to work in coordination with the
external glimpses of CHI through honor system trying to prevent
their late night walks, their chants, breach of rules.
their banners, their dolls, their
These individuals were very
Christmas balls, and their burn- different from the CHI we see toing, but is this what CHI is all day, as they were feared by all.
These girls worked in all ways to
about?
Every year the questions arise. preserve high standards in the
Who is in CHI? What do they do? college. Undercover, they warned
The students are ever seeking to those girls whose conduct had
find the identity of those friends been disloyal to the ideals of the

school. They were clad in white
robes and brewed well to the tune
of "Chloe." Occasionally, they
took late night walks. Their symbol was that of a skull and two
cross bones.
A quote from the 1949 yearbook
says the following, "We donned
our robes over our skeleton
frames and took a walk on the
colonnade one night. It was raining, so they say, but we were unaware because as you know, no
discomfort could ever dismay
CHI."
CHI was said to "hear all, see
all, and know all." As time and
CHI progressed, many positive
things began to develop. CHI
gave the cornerstones to the Edith
Stevens Hall as well as to Jarman.
It was also responsible for the
landscaping of the dell at Longwood Estate, the floor in the "old
rec," and the directional finder
that was behind the old library.

WENDY K1RKPATRICK
Staff Writer
I'd like to bring up an issue that
I've heard a lot of students complaining about recently, and I've
been one of them.
Many people were very unhappy to learn that tickets to Jane
Goodall's upcoming lecture in
Jarman Auditorium had gone on
sale after they had already sold
out.
Dates for ticket sales were apparently never publicized on campus because nobody I've talked
to knew about them. Even the faculty couldn;t get tickets because
they didn't know they were for
sale.
The few faculty members who
did know about it, apparently
didn't bother to tell anyone. It'«

also rumored that Dr. Cormier
sent tickets to people outside of
the Longwood community.
Jane Goodall's lecture is for
Longwood students and faculty.
We are the ones hosting her visit
and we should have the opportunity to attend her lecture.
I was also upset by the table in
front of the Dining Hall displaying examples of her work. Is that
supposed to be a teaser? Look
here everyone, "This is what you
are going to miss because you
don't have tickets!"
So, I would just like to say
Thanks to whatever brilliant administrator that planned Jane
Goodall's visit, but wasn't planning on letting the faculty and students attend
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NEWS & VIEWS
Mr. & Ms. Fitness of Longwood Pump You up
DANIELLE RECAME
Opinion Editor
On Thursday March 25,
there is going to be a Mr. and Ms.
Fitness of Longwood competition
held in Lancer Gym at 7:30 p.m.
It costs $1.00 or one can of food
to get in. The contributions will
be donated to the Ronald
McDonald House in Richmond.
Junior Jennifer Grauman will be
running the show. This function
is for one of her major classes. Organization and Administration
that is taught by Dr. Betty Harris.
"The purpose of this fun
competition is to promote fitness
on campus and that fitness can be

fun," said Grauman.
The pre-testing competition
is being based on the Five Components of Fitness: Cardiovascular Endurance, Muscular
Strength, Muscular Endurance,
Body Composition, and Flexibility. Each participant will have met
with Grauman for the pre-testing
before Thursday's final test.
The final test will be on the
top five males and the top five
females of the original 30 competitors from the pretesting of the
Five Components of Fitness. The
final test will be an obstacle
course for the skill related components such as Speed, Balance,

Coordination, Reaction Time,
Power, and Agility. Judges will
determine at the end of the
evening on Thursday who will
win the honor of being announced
"Mr. Fitness of Longwood," and
"Ms. Fitness of Longwood" from
all the testing that has been done
throughout the week.
Remember:
What: MT. and Ms. Fitness
of Longwood
When: Thursday, March
25,1999 at 7:30 p.m.
WJms.: Lancer Gym
Why: To have fun and support the Ronald McDonald House
and your fellow classmates.
HQW.: Bring $1.00 or one
canned food product.

Crime Stats
OFFENSE
Trespass
Missing person
Grand Larceny
Larceny
Trespass
Trespass
DIP. under 21
Damage
DIP
Vandalism
Grand Larceny
Accident
Grand Larceny
D.I.P. under 21
DIP.
Harassment
Larceny
Larceny
Larceny
DIP. under 21
Trespass
Larceny
Possession
Obscene Calls

LOCATION
Lankford
ARC
Lankford
Dining Hall
Lancer
Lankford
Graham lot
French
RedfordSt
Ruffner
Lankford
Tabb circle
French
High St
Wheeler lot
Iler
Dining hall
Frazer
Lankford
Redford St
Curry
Dining Hall
Tabb

Iler
Stubbs
Harassing Calls Frazer
Destruction
Frazer
D.I.P.
Stubbs
Possession
Cunningham
Larceny
Madison St
Trespass

201) arfgb»i£bBrictobarJy*-l-S08
jtaiional Student Cmpfoymen/ ll)ee/t
Jlpri(4-10
Jneme: "-Preparing Jor Tomorrow's G£affenges"
Winners of "StudentCmpIoyee and'•Supervisor ofl/ie "year'
wiffSe announced'a/ Appreciation Dinner on April6.

Headlines of the Week
ERIN CARROLL
SlaffWnUr

1. Albanians Sign Kosovo Accord; Serbs Refuse
2. House Passes Missile Defense Bill
3. Federal Court Allows Justice Dept To Investigate Starr
4. Military Struggles to Keep Women Soldiers
5. Colleges Seek to Improve Teaching
6. Trial to Start in Gay Student Murder
7. New Compact Car Powered by Fuel Cells
8. B. Labonte Injured in Practice Run
9. Nearly 200 College Students Stranded in Mexico
10. Late Winter Storm Sweeps Across East

DATE
1-30-99
2-1-99
2-3-99
2-3-99
2-4-99
2-4-99
2-6-99
2-6-99
2-7-99
2-8-99
2-12-99
2-13-99
2-14-99
2-15-99
2-16-99
2-17-99
2-18-99
2-20-99
2-22-99
2-23-99
2-24-99
2-25-99
2-26-99
2-27-99
2-28-99
2-26-99
2-27-99
2-28-99
2-24-99
2-28-99

DISPOSITION
Cleared
Cleared
Cleared
Pending
Cleared
Cleared
Cleared
Cleared
Cleared
Pending
Geared
Cleared
Pending
Cleared
Cleared
Cleared
Cleared
Pending
Pending
Cleared
Cleared
Cleared
Cleared
Pending
Cleared
Cleared
Cleared
Cleared
Cleared
Pending

Virginia Citizenship in Search
of Longwood Students
PRESSRELEASE
The Virginia Citizenship Institute is in search of public-minded
Longwood College students to
participate in its prestigious 1999
Summer Program. The Institute
was established to engage young
Virginians in the civic affairs and
political life of the Commonwealth.
The Summer Program features
a unique curriculum designed to
prepare a select group of college
students for their roles as the
Commonwealth's leading citizens
in the 21st century. This year's
program will run from May 24 June 19 at the University of Virginia in Charlottesville.
"We are very excited to offer
this experience to Virginia's next
generation of political, business,
and community leaders," announced VCI Executive director
Greg Werkheiser. The nonparti-

san Institute is looking forward to
a class comprised of motivated
participants from across the political spectrum with a variety of
personal and professional interests.
Participants will explore an intensive curriculum comprised of
one part policy, one part philosophy, and one part practice.
According to Summer Program
Faculty Chair Dr. Frederick Hess,
of the Curry School of Education
at UVA, the program will pursue
a five-pronged approach fostering
civic involvement in Virginia:
-establish a foundation in Virginia politics and government;
-investigate the policy challenges facing the Commonwealth
now and in the 21st century;
-disect the formal and informal
political processes that drive
policy formation in the state;
-explore the values that are the
foundation of modern public

service in Virginia;
-develop the practical skills necessary to affect change.
Werkheiser added that regular
events outside of the classroom
will expose participants to
present leaders in Virginia politics, business, and academia. "Our
goal is to provide a dynamic
learning environment in which
current and future leaders work
together to create more effective
models of civic engagement for
Virginia."
Werkheiser expressed his hope
that the Institute's aims will benefit all Virginians in the long run:
"If we are successful, we will lay
a foundation for an improved public life for everyone."
The Institute welcomes applications from Longwood juniors and
seniors. Applications are due by
March 31, and are available at
www.virginialeadership.com/
VCI or by calling (804) 979-4661
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CAMPUS andCOMh
Thursday Friday Saturday Sun
25th
26th
27th
28
ACNC Meeting
in Prince Edward Room
@ 12:30-1:30 p.m.
Income Tax Assistance
in Hiner G20
@ 6:00-9:00 p.m.
For Batter or for
Worse: The Dynamics
of Wife Abuse
Speaker: Dr. Lee Bidwell
in Hiner Auditorium
7:30 p.m.

Theater Department
Senior Showcase
In Wygal
@ 7:00 p.m.
LPFilm: Simon Birch
in the Lankford Ballroom
8:00 p.m.
Casino Night
in Her Gym
@8:00p.m.-12:00a.m.
Sponsored by
Alpha Phi Omega

...ABOUT POPLAR FOREST
APARTMENTS.-.FARMVILLE'S
NEWEST APARTMENT
COMMUNITY...JUST LOOK
AT SOME Of WHAT WE
OFFER...

♦

♦
♦

Two full Bathrooms in each apartment
Washer and dryer in each apartment
Dishwasher and garbage disposer
Private patio or balcony
Cable connection in each bedroom and IWngroom
Multiplex wiring for fax/modem connection
Wired for computer network access to Longwood
Only minutes from campus 6 has bus service
Quiet, wooded setting...and more!
STUDENTS WELCOME! RESERVE YOUR APARTMENT
NOW FOR THE FALL!
CALL 392-53OO FOR MORE INFORMATION!

POPLAR FOREST APARTMENTS

mtmm

Men's 1

M

HAVE YOU HEARD?

♦

Palm Si

Income Tax Assistance
in Hiner G20
9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.

Lacrosse
vs.
Shippensburg
@ 1:00 p.m.

:-

Limes
@11:0(
Women's
vs.
Limes
@ 11:0(
Lacrc

Men's Tennis
vs.
Lees-McRae
@ 2:00 p.m.

Women's Tennis
vs.
Lees-McRae
@ 2:00 p.m.

Richmond Symphony
In Concert with
Conductor Geraldo
Edelstein &
Soloist Neal Cary
in Jarman Theater
@ 8:00 p.m.

vs.
Bloom*
@ 1:00
3rd Annual
Sclerosis Wa
Beginning at
Registr
begins @ 1
1 and 5 mi
begins @ 2
Senior Pian
Angela 1
inWy
@4:00
Fundra
Student/1
Volleyball Tc

in Stubbs sa
@ 1:30

MOB 7

ittmir

tUNTTY CALENDAR
idqy Monday Tuesday Wkch XU
th
29th
30th
31st
mday!
cnnis
tone
)a.m.
Tennis
tone
)a.m.
me
;burg
p.m.

Softball
vs.
Pfieffer
2:00 p.m.
Choral Concert
in Wygal
7:30 p.m.
LP Film: Simon Birch
in the Lankford Ballroom
@ 9:00 p.m.

Campus Elections
Information Night
Multiple
9:00pm-11:00pm in the
Ik-A-Thon
ABC Rooms. Come
Lancaster
discuss the obligations of
ation
running for campus office
:00 p.m.
le walks
Classified Ads
:00 p.m.
In the Rotunda, April let
o Recital:
ieeue, m Hill be having
Well
claeeifted ads! They are
gal
$3. rfyou are interested
p.m.
in one of theee
ising
ada-pteaee let ue know.
acuity
Send ue your ad at box
urnament
2091. NO LATER THAN
MONDAY 3-29 BY 5tfX>
ad courts
PM
p.m.

Our Debt to the
Grandmothers: Indian
Women and Surviving
American History
By: Dr. Deborah Welch
in Prince Edward Room
@ 12:30-1:30 p.m.
Baseball
vs.
Lynchburg
@ 3:00 p.m.
Job Search
in Career Center
4:00 p.m.

Softball

vs.
Mount Olive
@ 2:00 p.m.
Lacrosse
vs.
Howard
@ 4:00 p.m.
Junior Voice Recital
in Wygal
@ 7:30 p.m.
Theatre Virginia
Presents: Hay Fever
in the Virginia Museum
of Fine Arts, Richmond
Runs: Mar. 31-Apr. 24
Call 353-6161 for details

fto, total'* tlje gcoop? BWjat prertou*
information bo pou knoto?
Anything from birthdays to meetings
to off campus events...if you know
about something, let us know.
Send it tot rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu
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Organization Spotlight: Lambda Iota Tau
LOREN HATCHER
AssL Copy Editor
LIT. No, I'm not talking about
a highly-concentrated alcoholic
beverage. In 1935, • group of
Longwood students formed the
first honor society for literature at
the College. In March of 1967,
this organization merged with
Lambda Iota Tau, the international honor society for literature,
modern languages, and philosophy majors to form the Eta Theta
chapter of LIT.
LIT's membership consists of
undergraduate, graduate, and
associate members. There are
more than thirty active members,
which include students, as well as

faculty.
Criteria for membership includes having a 3.0 GPA in either
English or a Modem Lanaguage.
Students must also have at least
six credits at a 300 level in their
specified "literary" major.
LIT sponsors several activities
on campus. Book drives, membership activities and a Spring
Weekend booth are a few events
the group participates in. The
group also sponsors a "Quote-ofthe-Week" on the bulletin boards
in Grainger. Plans are also in the
works for a Teacher-of-the-Year
Award in the English and Modern Language Department.
Treasurer Stacey Shelton stated

the following about future plans
for Lambda Iota Tau. "We want
to make the campus more aware
of LIT and we also want to become more active." Other officers include President Tiffany
Park, Vice President Amber Fain,
and Secretary Julie Brown.
"LIT is a wonderful way for the
department's majors to interact
together and to USE their talents
for the benefit of others," said
advisor Cam Tinnell.
To receive more information
about Lambda Iota Tau contact
any officer or the English and
Modem Language Department.

From the Rafters
ED BELL
Dirtctor of Housing

Helloooooo Longwood. We are
still accepting applications for
moving off-campus for the 1999
-2000 academic year from students who qualify for the exceptions including the Junior Option.
We will process the forms as we
get them on a first come first
served basis. Individuals who
have already received an exception to the residency requirement
were to confirm they are moving
off-campus by Friday, March
19th. Students who have not returned the confirmation card are
now considered off-campus students.
If you are still looking for a
place off-campus, the new apartments north of the train tracks
(specifically designed for
Longwood students and opening
in early August) are underway and
should begin framing this week.
More information will be available about them in the Commuter
Student Affairs Office later this
month.
Room selection for those you
living in residence halls next year
begins when you pay your 199900 deposit. The deadliae for payment was March IS. Payment is
required to register for classes and

to reserve a room for the Fall If
you have not paid it, please do so
now. You will not be able to participate in room selection nor will
you be able to register for classes.
If you do not pay, you loose
your right to make some choices.
If you are currently living in a
room you like and would tike to
have it next year (sorry, this does
not apply to freshmen housing),
you will be able to choose to
"squat" your room (stay in the
your room) for next year. If you
live in a building you like, but
want a different room, you will
have the opportunity to choose the
new room before anybody else
can move into the building.
People wishing to change buildings (including all freshmen housing) may choose their new building as space is available. We guarantee a bed for everybody required to live on campus. To get
the best choices, there is a catch.
You must have paid your deposit
AND you must choose a roommate. More information is forthcoming, but without a Room Selection Card (indicating a paid
deposit) and a roommate, the
choices may be made for you.
I've been placed on the injured
reserve list - no change in the racquetball challenge.

Jazz Ensemble Concert
IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS EXPENSIVE,
TRY PUTTING YOURSELF THROUGH RETIREMENT.
Think about supporting youraclf
for twenty-five, thirty yean or
longer in retirement. It might be the
greatest financial test you 11 ever face.
Fortunately, you have two valuable
assets in your favor; time and tax deferral.
The key is to begin saving now.
Delaying your decision for even s year or
two can Jssve a big impact on the amount
of income you'll have when yon retire.
What's the simplest way to get started?
Save in pretax dollars and make the most
of tax deferral. There's simply no more
p sinless or powerful way to build a
comfortable and secure tomorrow.

SKAs and IRAs make* it easy.
SRAs - tax-deferred annuities from
TIAA-CREF- and our range of IRAs
offer smart and easy ways to build the
extra income your pension and Social
Security benefits may not cover. They're
backed by the same exclusive investment
choices, low expenses, and personal
service that have made TIAA-CREF the
retirement plan of choice among America s
education and research communities
Call 1800 842-27X and find out for
yourself bow sasy it is to put yourself
through retirement when you have time
and TIAA-CREF on your side

w.t iaa-cref.org

Hi Muring tise future
for them* who chape h."

liita..h»WM..irfis».

»«*nwaws*»*

LOREN HATCHER
Asst Copy Editor

-

Jarman Auditorium hosted the
Longwood Jazz Ensemble's concert March 16 at 7:30 p.m. The
Jazz Lab Band opened up with a
Miles Davis number. Milestones.
This included a trumpet solo by
Greg McCamey, as well as alto
saxophone player Michael
Shetley. Their repertoire consisted
of Game Plan by Sammy Nestico
and Cajun Cookin' by Denis
DiBlasio which Director Dr.
Charles Kinzer described as having "a popular rythmic beat
prominent in Louisana."
Next up was the Longwood
Jazz Ensemble. The Way You
Look Tonight (which some may
remember from My Best Friend's
Wedding Soundtrack) featured
trumpet Rob Romich, along with
the saxophone section. Margurile,
which had a distinct Latin sound

included a solo from tenor saxophone Thomas Sisson. Senior
trombone player, Todd Tinsley
was spotlighted in Spring Can
Really Hang You Up The Most.
The closer, Channel One Suite,
was composed in 1969 and is
what Kinzer called a "jazz odyssey." The three divisions told of
three different stories; all very
powerful and soulful.
Solos in the piece were provided by Thomas Sisson, Rob
Blankenship, drummer Bryan
Sheet/, as well as others.
Dr. Kinzer also mentioned that
the Richmond Symphony will be
giving a performance Saturday,
March 27th in Jarman Auditorium. Tickets are five dollars for
Longwood students and twelve
(sixteen for reserved seats) dollars for the general public. A portion of the proceeds will go to
benefit the instrumentalists of the
Music Department.
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An Seinnteoiri Visits Gheap
THOUgHtS for St, Patricks^ Day
Eats
at_
Pork n
More
PAGE

KEVIN ROCK
Calendar Editor

1 Should you trust a stockbroker who's married to a travel agent?
2. Is boneless chicken considered to be an invertebrate?
3. Do married people live longer than single people or does it
just SEEM longer?
4. I went to a bookstore and asked the sales woman "Where's the
self-help sectionP She said if she told me, it would defeat the
purpose.
5. If all those psychics know the winning lottery numbers, why
are they all still working?
6. Isn't the best way to save face to keep the lower part shut?
7. War doesn't determine who's right, just who's left.
8. The main reason Santa is so jolly is because he knows where
ail the bad girls live.
9. Why don't they make mouse flavored cat food?
10. How do blind people know when they are done "wiping?"

Columnist's Note: If you have any "Deep Thoughts" of
your own, please e-mail them to kmrock@longwood.lwc.eda

Movie Review:
Cruel Intentions
ERIN CARROLL
Staff Writer
Director Roger Kumble delivers a fun, sexy, and
wicked screen adaptation of Les Liaisons Dangereuses.
Pierre Lados first published the novel in 1782 and since then it has
been adapted into several films. Cruel Intentions tells the story of
charming, manipulative, and promiscuous Sebastian Valmont (Ryan
Phillippe). Sebastian is bored with his incredible ability to have just
about any woman he wants. He is seeking his greatest challenge. He
decides he has found what will be his greatest conquest while thumbing through a Seventeen magazine. In the magazine is an abstinence
manifesto written by Annette Hargrove (Reese Witherspoon).
Sebastian offers stepsister Kathryn Merteuil (Sarah Michelle Gellar)
to make a friendly wager with him. She agrees to the wager basing it
on her own terms. The deal is that if Sebastian succeeds in deflowering Annette, as she will be staying with his aunt for the summer then
• Sebastian can fulfill his fantasies of being intimate with Kathryn as
well. However, if he fails then Kathryn becomes the new owner of
Sebastian's 1957 Jaguar Roadster.
However, there is a sub-plot at work within the film as well. Kathryn
coaxes Sebastian into helping her settle a personal vendetta with naive Cecil Caldwell (Selma Blair). Kathryn lost her boyfriend. Court
to the sweet, innocent Cecil and now she is out to destroy her. With
Sebastian's help Kathryn endeavors to return Cecil to Court as damaged goods.
This film contains drug usage, sexual situations, and strong language. It is a true look inside the things that teenagers struggle with
today. Phillippe and Gellar give award-worthy performances revealing their true acting talents. Joshua Jackson (Dawson i Creek) reveals
his versatility as an actor with a priceless cameo performance.
The ending of the film is completely unexpected, but it shows that
sometimes "you have to be cruel to be kind." I strongly recommend
this film, but take some soap because it gets dirty.

MATTRINKER
Staff Writer

It was the night before Saint
Patrick's Day but you would
never have been able to guess it
by the amount of celebrating that
was occurring in Lankford that
night. Courtesy of Residence Hall
Association, and several Hall
Councils, the Irish band An
Seinnteoiri preformed for a
modest crowd. The band, whose
members all hail from the
Farmville area, played songs that
the crowd knew.
For first time concert goers, the
band was an unexpected treat, and
for consistant fans of the band, it
was an opportunity to sing along
and dance a jig.
RHA President Katie Walrod

said "I was very happy to see such
a good turn-out for the event This
holiday can sometimes be overlooked but it's always fun to get
out there and have some fun."
Refreshments for the party
included green punch to get all of
the participants ready for the big
Irish day the day after.
The highlight of the night was
when the lead singer dressed up
in a nun's outfit as the band played
a song about a nun gone bad.
RHA officers played trivia with
the audience during the break,
quizzing them on Irish culture and
customs.
The prizes, like mugs and
speciality soaps, for the winners
of the trivia were donated by
Barnes & Noble Bookstore.

WLCX To Hold Date Auction
MATTRINKER
StaffWriter
It's no April Fool. WLCX
will be holding a Date Auction
on April 1st in the Lancer Cafe.
The Longwood College Radio
Station will auction off many of
its DJs in order to raise additional funds for the station's 7th
Annual Randiest, which will be
held on April 24th,
Some of the members being
auctioned off include Seth
Ewing, Matt Burton, Drew
Walker, and many more.

The autioning will begin at
8pm in the Cafe, and parts will
be broadcasted over WLCX
90.IFM.
Minimum bids are expected
to start out at five dollars and
there is no limit to how high the
bids will get, because these
dates are going to be hot and
lots of fun. The dates will pay
for the date so the winner will
make their money back
For information concerning
the auction, contact the WLCX
office at extension 2792.

MEGAN BLACK
Opinion Editor

I must admit that although I love
barbecue, my desire to eat at the
Pork 'n More next to Wal-Mart
has never been very strong. I did,
however, put aside my scepticism
of the often steamed-up restaurant, and went in for a quick Saturday night dinner with my boyfriend.
I ordered the medium pork
sandwich plate, which came with
coleslaw and potato chips; a side
order of potato salad, a drink and
peach cobbler for less than eight
dollars. The food was definitely
worth the price, as we both had
food to take home.
I love spicy food, so I probably
should have ordered the hot rather
than the medium pork, but after a
lot of Texas Pete, my sandwich
was really good The potato salad
was mixed with egg salad - it was
not at all what I was used to. My
favorite part of the meal was the
peach cobbler. It was really good,
and was the perfect desert for a
southern meal.

Smash or Trash CD Reviews:
U2: The Best of 1980-1990
EDEN MILLER
Staff Writer
/Long before
the electronical
infused POP
and before the
media-assault
of the Zoo TV
tour, U2 was
considered to be an honest band
from Dublin making sincerely
moving music. In the 90s, U2 has
been disregarded as many things:
pretentious, egotistical, and arrogant just to name a few. The essence of U2 has been lost in many
eyes. The band that was singing
"Sunday Bloody Sunday" fifteen
years ago now seems nonexistent
to many.
With their new collection. The
Best of 1980-1990," U2 provides
a quiet reminder that they are still

the band everyone came to love.
Everything here is classic U2,
from the simple, poetic cover art
to the 14 songs chosen. All the favorites are here: "With Or Without You," 'T Still Haven't Found
What I'm Looking For," "Where
the Streets Have No Name" and
"Sunday Bloody Sunday," as well
as a few of the songs that are often forgotten, such as "New
Year's Day," "Desire." "I Will
Follow" and "All I Want Is You."
The only "new" song in the
batch is the resurrected B-side
"The Sweetest Thing." Discarded
during the recording of "The
Joshua Tree," it has been re-recorded specifically for this collection. The inclusion of this song
brings U2 full circle, melding the
past with their present flawlessly.
As a bonus, a limited edition of

"The Best of 1980-1990" includes a disc of IS B-sides.
While this 2-disc set was supposedly only available during
the first week of sale, copies of
it are still out there. Among the
songs included are the original
version of "The Sweetest
Thing," the haunting "Love
Comes Tumbling" and U2's passionate cover of "Unchained
Melody." It's worth looking for.
U2 is still the same band they
began as. Even through the spectacle of the PopMart tour, they
were still there, making the same
music they have been for almost
twenty years now "The Best of
1980-1990" is a testament to
that This is U2's first "Best of"
collection, but it's not going to
be their last^j, . .

I
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SPORTS
Men's Golf
Hits Three Top Ten

Softball and Men's
Golf Standouts
Honored
PRESSRELEASE

BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

The Lancer Men's golf team
finished third this past weekend,
March 20-21, against twelve
other teams. This was the Concord Invitational held in West
Virginia, which is a 36-hoIe
course. There total team score
was 305-310615.
The team was led by senior
Jack Tsai with his score of 7477-151. He placed second out
of 62 golfers in the individual

competition. Junior Toby
Towler Scored 77-76-153 to tie
for seventh place in the individual. Teammate and classmate Jason Copeland scored a
78-77-155. He tied for tenth
place. Blair Shaddy scored 7680-156 and Myles Jones had a
86-82-168. These marks gave
these two both placements in the
individual competition.
The team will next travel to
North Carolina for the Camp
Lejeune Intercollegiate. This a
54-hole course to take place
March 26-28, this weekend.

Dave Wolden to
Set Tennis Players
as Champs
PRESSRELEASE

Dave Wolden is in his second
year as head coach of the
Long wood College men's and
women's tennis programs.
Wolden was previously an assistant coach for men's and
women's tennis at Wooster (OH)
from 1995-97, additionally serving as the bead tennis professional at the Wooster Country
Club since 1996. The Lancer
women were 8-9 overall, 4-5 in
the Carolinas-Virginia Athletic
Conference (CVAC) last year,
while the Lancer men were 7-13,
3-6 in the CVAC last year.
Wolden helped turn the
Wooster men's program around
from a 6-17 record to consecutive seasons of 18-7 and 16-7
while qualifying an individual to
the NCAA Division III Men's
Tennis Championship. The
Wooster women improved from

7-14 to 16-6 while establishing
a school-record for wins.
A member of the United
Stales Professional Tennis Association (USPTA), Wolden
earned his MA. in physical education from Ohio University
('95) after receiving his B.S. in
physical education from the
University of Wisconsin-La
Crosse ('93).
The St Paul. MN native is
also a member of the United
States Tennis Association
(USTA). Wolden was a standout
tennis player at UW-La Crosse
for four years, gaining All-Conference honors while winning an
individual conference championship as well as helping UWL to a team conference title.

Baseball
at 14-12
Already
This
Season
PRESSRELEASE
Long wood (14-12) dropped
a 3-2 collegiate baseball decision at Virginia Stale (6-9) Tuesday. The Lancers had just two
hits against the Trojans who defeated LC for the first time since
1990 (a 3-2 score also). It was
only the fourth victory ever by
VSU over Longwood in 56
meetings all-time since 1982.
The Lancers'did not go without
a struggle as senior Fred Stools/
Clover Hill HS (1-2, RBI)
singled in sophomore Travis
PTitzner/Oar-Reld HS (0-2. 2
walks, 2 runs) with the go-ahead
run in the top of the 9th-innmg,
only to have the Trojans score
two runs in the bottom of the inning for the win. Senior Mike
Lewis/Halifax County HS (2-5)
look the pitching loss in relief
with the final 2.2-innings, allowing two runs on four hits
with three strikeouts.
Longwood is scheduled to
host non-conference opponent
Ferrum Wednesday, March 24,
a 3 p.m. game at Lancer Stadium. But their next game will
be March 26, at Erskine. This
game will begin at 3:00 p.m.

Longwood College Softball
standout Stacey Rose/Springfield, VA-Thomas Jefferson HS
and men's golf standout Jack
Tsai/Hampton, VA-Hampton
Roads Academy have been selected as the Longwood/
Domino's 'Players of the Week'
for the period March 17-23. The
Lancer honorees are chosen by
the College's office of sports information each week.
Rose, a graduate student and
pitcher, helped LC to a 6-0 week
as the Lancers swept CVAC
doubteheaders from St Andrews
(N.C.) March 18. Erskine (SC)
March 20, and Queens (NC)
March 22. The highlight of the
week for Rose was a no-hitter
she tossed at Queens during a 60 win-just the fifth seven-inning
no-hitter in school history. For
the week. Rose was 2-0 and
pitched 18.0 innings while allowing just three earned runs for
a 1.17 ERA with seven
strikeouts. She leads LC with her
12-3 record this spring, including a 1.73 ERA and 54

strikeouts. Longwood is 24-6
overall. 6-0 in the CVAC. as the
Lancers have established a new
school-record for wins (24). and
currently has a school-record
nine-game winning streak as
well.
Stacey is the daughter of]
Marshall and Linda Rose and is
working toward her graduate
degree in community and college
counseling at Longwood.
Tsai, a senior, led LC to a
third-place team finish at the
Concord (WV) Invitational
March 20-21. Tsai fired rounds
of 74 and 77 totaling 151 during
the 36-hole tournament played at
the Pipestem State Park, a 6,884yard. par-72 layout He finished
in a tie for second-place among
the 62-player field in the 12-team
event in West Virginia Tsai's
efforts helped the Lancers score
rounds of 305 and 310 totaling
615. The fourth-year golfer is
second on the team with his
78.63 stroke-average through
eight competitive rounds this
year.
Jack is the son of C.K. and
Shiau-Mei Tsai and is majoring
in business administration at
Longwood.

Longwood College/Dominos Players of
the Week—Spring
Feb. 10-16
Feb. 17-23
Feb. 24-March 2
March 3-9
March 10-16
March 17-23

Jill Younce
Women's basketball
Mike Lewis
Baseball
Jamie Englehart
Softball
Jon Hughes
Men's basketball
Tricia Ramsey
Women's Tennis
Greg Edmonds
Baseball
Natalie Smith
Lacrosse
Igor Bilalagic
Men's Tennis
Libby Go ugh
Softball
Shawn Torian
Baseball
Stacey Rose
Softball
Jack Tsai
Men's Golf

SPORTS
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The men's rugby team of Longwood Tennis Teams
Lady
defeated Bucknell on Saturday March
Lancer's 20. The score was 28-20. The lancers Looking Strong
will charge to Philadelphia this weekLacrosse end
to play in a tournament Their first
Team at contest is against Salisbury State (MD).
5-1
Pitching Strikes
for Lancer WomenSoftball
DANIELLE RECAME
Staff Writer

DANIELLE RECAME
Staff Writer

The Lancer's Lacrosse Team
is still strong after winning
Thursday, March 14 hosting
Shenandoah (17-3). and defeating Millers ville (PA) (14-9) Saturday, March 20. Longwoodhas
won the last five games
(I.ynchburg 10-8, Limestone
(SC) 11-10, Pfeiffer(NC) 17-3,
Shenandoah, and Millersville)
which, puts them with a 5-1
record.
Long wood dominated the
entire game when they hosted
Shenandoah University. The top
scorer was sophomore Natalie
Smith/ A1 bemarle HS with seven
goals and two assists. Following right behind her was senior
Laurie Hogan/ Albemarle HS
who had three goals. Other
strong players for the game were
freshman Nichol Miller/
Edge wood HS (2g). senior Dawn
Duboksi/ Cherokee (NJ) HS
(2g), junior Tina Whitaker/
Floyd E. Kellam HS (lg. 3a),
junior Heather Wentzel/
Kempsville HS (lg. la), and
freshman Arm Harmon Robinson
HS(lg).
After Longwood's away
game at Millersville, the Lancers continue to come home with
their heads high Hogan led the
lancers with six goals.
Following her was Smith
with four goals and three assists.
Other key players for the game
were senior Melissa Miranda/
Kempsville HS (lg), and
Dubosln (lg), sophomore Kris
Denson/ Stafford HS (lg, la),
and freshman Beth Hadrys/
Joppatowne (MD) HS (lg, 3a).
Whitaker also came home with
one assist, and sophomore
Rachel Bunn/ Northeast (MD)
HS lead the defense with eleven
saves.
The Lancer's next scheduled
game will be at Bridgewater on
Wednesday. March 25 at 4 p.m.

PRESS RELEASE
Longwood (24-6, 6-0
CVAC) established a new
school-record for wins in a season with a collegiate Softball
douMcheader sweep at CVAC
opponent Queens (NC) Monday
in North Carolina. The Lancers
extended their winning streak to
nine-straight-a new schoolrecord as welL-with a 6-0 win in
game one and a 2-1 victory in
game two. IX won the opener
behind the no-hit pitching of
graduate student Stacey Rose/
Thomas Jefferson HS (12-3),
only the fifth 7-inning no-hitter
in school history. Senior Libby
Gough/Amelia County HS pro-

vided all the offense necessary
with a 2-2 effort at the plate, including a solo borne run and a
double for two RBI. Rose was
also 2-4 at the plate. In the nightcap, Gough, along with freshmen
Jamie Englehart/Brentsville HS
and Colleen Cooney/Stafford HS
were each 1-3 with Cooney scoring two runs. Sophomore Denise
Wack/Oreat Bridge HS (12-3)
tossed a complete-game threehitter for the mound win.
Longwood is scheduled to
play another doubieheader at
conference opponent Belmont
Abbey (NC) Tuesday, March 23,
before playing a twinbill at
CVAC foe and nationally-ranked
#7 Coker (SC) Wednesday,
March 24.

Libby Gough and Stacey
Rose were awarded a CVAC
Player of the Week honor,
for the week of March 23.
They are softball players at
Longwood. Shawn Torian
and Greg Edmonds were
also awarded this honor, for
the week of March 17.
They are both baseball players at LWC.

Last week the Women's Tennis Team defeated Scared Heart
(CT) and Wooster (OH) in Hilton
Head Island, S.C. Over spring
break, the Lancers finished with
a 9-1 record beating Coker (SC),
Slippery Rock (PA),
and
CarsonNewman (TN), but
after winning their
two matches in SC,
this puts Longwood
ina 11-1 record and
overall 3-0 CVAC
rank.
In last weeks
game, sophomore
Jen Morton/ Clover Hill HS and
Tricia Ramsey/ Halifax County
HS won their two matches along
with winning their doubles
match. Ramsey and Morton are
strong with a 7-0 record and 3-0
CVAC in doubles which, puts
them at #3. Other players that
won their matches were junior
Bonnie Maholchic/ India River
HS, senior Catherin Roe/ Patrick
Henry- Roanoke HS, junior Carrie Armstrong/ Colonial Heights
HA. sophomore Kristin
Lichtenfelc/ Stafford HS, and
Whitney Shaw/ Prince George
HS. Maholchic and Veazey now

inclide a 7-1 record, 3-0 CVAC
which, slides them into #2 position.
Ramsey is in the lead with
her singles record of 14-2, 3-0
CVAC, and following her is
Shaw (9-3.3-0), Maholchic (94, 3-0), Morton (8-1, 1-0). Roe
(8-3,1-0), Arm-strong (6-1,1-0),
and freshman Laura Veazey/
Prince George's HS (6-7.1 2).
The men's
team on the other
hand has had it's
share of good
^0»-4
»nd bad luck
these days.The
men won 6-3
over Mount Olive, but only 5-4
over Pfieffer.
Each team had
improved their records to 9-7
overall, men while they are only
2-4 in the CVAC. While
competiting in these matches
freshman Mirza Iljazovic at #3
and Dave Helfrich led the way
with two victories. Also gaining
wins were Igor Bilalagic, #1,
brother Oorjan Bilalagic, #2 and
Phillipe Pilard. #5.
In the next week, the men's
and women's tennis teams will
take on Lees McRae, from North
Carolina, March 27. at 2 p.m

Women's Golf
Places Eighth,
Twenty-three
Teams Competed
BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor
The Longwood women's
golf team placed eighth at the
Snowbird Invitational in Florida
over spring break. The ladies
had a total score of 322-319-641.
This competition carried 23
teams. Freshman standout Vicki
Matkovich led the lancers with
a score of 76-79-155. With this
score Matkovich was able to
place ninth in the individual

competition out of 129 golfers
This contest took place at the]
Pebblecreek Country Club neai
Tampa, Florida. To round out ux
top five in the team compeuuoi
were Jessica Fernandez (83-78
161). Rachel Abbott (81-81
162). Katie Soule (82-82-164)
and MandyBeamer (88-81-169)
Longwood will travel to Wil
ham and Mary College for thei
next competition. This will be
36-bole course. This match takes!
place March 27-28.

\

ATTENTION!!!
LONGWOOD COLLEGE

Campus Elections Coming!
The Student Government Association of
Longwood College will be holding Campus Elections from April 5th - 8th, 1999 in

Student
Government
Association
VOTE!
Your Voice Counts

the New Smoker Lounge just outside of
Blackweil Dining Hall during the lunch
and dinner hours. The following positions
are open for election:
Sophomore Class Officers

^

Junior Class Officers
Senior Class Officers
Judicial Board Justices
Honor Board Justices
Applications are due by Friday, April 2nd
at 5:00pm in the SGA Office Located in the
Leadership Resource Center in the
Lankford Student Union.

April 5th - 8th
"Leading the Force For Positive
Change."

SGA Meetings are every Tuesday at
3:30p.m. in the ABC Rooms

